Introduction
The great use of shift-registers in practice is well known and will not be recalled here the reader is referred to Golomb's monograph For all these applications the general desire is to have the sequences with a large cycle length. With respect to this practical need a class of controlled (k,m)-shift -registers has been introduced in [2] . Every such -register consists of a memory with k cells and of m transition functions , where every <p^ is a partial function from M k into M (M is a finite alphabet). Given an initial state t^,...,^ a (k,m)-register generates an infinite sequence T = t^tg»... as follows: = Several classes of registers are indicated for which the first problem has a unique solution. As an application of the second problem the possibility of reduction of transition functions is shown. This is of great importance in practice. This one is similar to minimization problem for Boolean functions.
Notations and definitions
Let M = {a^,. ,,a n |(n >1.) be a fixed alphabet and M* -the set of all sequences (finite and infinite) over M. (
The set of all sequences generable by R. will be de-K pul noted by GR. , -
The class of all (k,nO-registers R^ such that GR k will be denoted by D k,m . Definition 3.
A nonempty set E M* is said to be a (k,m)-definable set iff there is a (k,m;-register R,, _ such that E = GR. . k,m k,m Definition 4. A nonempty E£M" is said to be (k,m) homogeneous iff the following condition holds
3. Basic theorems A few properties of (k,m)-definable sets will be given. The proof is obvious.
Equivalence of (k,m)-registers
In this and next section only the (k t m)-registers R. _ £ f IQ with partial transition functions such that GR k Q M°° will be considered.
A necessary and sufficient condition for two (k,m}-registers to be equivalent will be given. Definition 5. Two registers R. and S. Kyd K 9 p are said to be equivalent (denoted by R. ~ S. ) iff l£|iO K fUl GR.
= GSi, k,m K,m Corollary 2. The relation ~ is an equivalence relation in the set of all (k,m)-registers (k is a fixed number and m -an arbitrary one). Suppose now that the following condition holds
Then there are two sequences T e. E, U'e. P such that T ll i+k-1 ^ U h i+k-1 (!• and T ^ u * Therefore we have E / P.
The proof of sufficiency is obvious. Proof. Necessity, Suppose that E is p-reducible for p ^ m and m is not divisible by p. Let q be such a number that pq < m and p(q+1) > m. It is easy to see that E is pq -reducible. As E £ M° then it follows from Theorems 2 and 5 that E = E| pCj+1 . Since E is (k,indefinable set then we have E = E| m+1 . Hence we obtain 
Reduclbillty problem for (k,m)-registers

